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Or, check out our favourite aﬀordable hotels in Europe.

1. THE KIP
AHANGAMA, SRIN LANKA
As Sri Lanka’s popularity as a surfing destination grows, so too do the number of guest houses and hostels bubbling up along
the shoreline between Galle and Weligama, a walk or scooter ride away from the hotly contested breaks at Midigama and
Kabalana. At the centre of it all is The Kip, a mellow village-home-turned-bed-and-breakfast. Around a minute’s walk from the
coast and surrounded by Ahangama’s fretwork-fringed villas, The Kip’s fresh style and aﬀordability has already grabbed the
attention of a steady stream of young, socially conscious travellers. And while the engaging hands-on owners, Phoebe Taylor
and Seddy Di Francesco, who left their Australian home two years ago in search of a more leisurely life, aren’t surfers
themselves (yet), many of their guests are. Others come for the homely vibe.
The couple’s sustainable design ethos is clear throughout. Three fan-cooled bedrooms have reclaimed timber furniture, potted
palms and local basketry. They lead onto a dusky-pink courtyard – the venue of occasional supper clubs, pop-ups and
workshops. The shop stocks ethical Sri Lankan products, such as hand-woven, plant-dyed fabrics, string bags made from
banana fibres and natural skincare products. Last year, the couple opened The Kiosk, an airy garden hangout, serving tapasstyle vegetable boards and vegan-friendly brunches of nut butter, soaked oats and smoothie bowls. Given the number of

scooters parked in the garden, the café is already making waves in the local community, meaning a stay here is a surefire way
to truly get under the skin of the neighbourhood.

Address: The Kip, Mahavidana Gedara, Dharmarama Road Ahangama Central, 80650, Sri Lanka
Telephone: +94 779 806 287
Website: thekipsrilanka.com
Price: Doubles from about £60

CREDIT: DEBORAH GRACE

2. MAMA SHELTER
RIO DE JANIERO
Up in boho Santa Teresa, a hilly neighbourhood of shabby mansions, steeply winding walled roads and bobbing bougainvillaea,
there's a new hotspot on the block. The sixth Mama Shelter (after four in France and one in Los Angeles) has recently opened
with 55 quirky, contemporary rooms, eye-popping murals by local artists and a blast of tropical chic. The structure of the
building, though, has a more urban aesthetic. The two townhouses it occupies have been gutted and revamped using lots of
exposed brick, rough wood and industrial steel. Jalil Amor, the São Paulo-based designer and former assistant to Philippe
Starck, has dressed the interior with zingy streaks of colour, happy motivational scribblings on the chalkboard walls and
eclectic objects.
Lampshades are made using rainbow Senhor do Bonfim ribbons from Bahia state (usually tied around wrists and ankles for
good luck); underlit plastic crates are reimagined as bedside tables, and Looney Toons masks add a playful touch. The result is a
crazy-cosy mash up. Guests have access to a video booth, virtual concierge and co-working spaces. A lack of room service
nudges the shy and tired towards the bar and restaurant, which buzz with Cariocas. Craft beers, jugs of Caipirinhas and a
Latin American-leaning menu make it hard to resist. The brand may be French by birth, but here it's proved itself to be
Brazilian at heart.

Address: Mama Shelter, Rua Paschoal Carlos Magno, 5, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Telephone: +55 21 3980 0300
Website: mamashelter.com
Price: Doubles from about £70

3. THE JENNINGS HOTEL
OREGON
The town of Joseph is part Santa Fe and part Aspen. Along the cobblestone sidewalks is a public art collection with a dozen
monumental bronze sculptures, all cast at one of the four foundries in the area. Mountains, often snow-capped until July, rise
to 9,000ft just to the south. One of the best displays of early-summer wildflowers in the American West covers the 240,000acre Zumwalt prairie immediately north. An artisan chocolatier makes alder-smoked, sea-salt caramels and juniper-gin truﬄes
in a 120-year-old brick building on Main Street. And with a population of about 1,100, the town is completely, wonderfully
unassuming and welcoming. Stay here for a week and, halfway through, you'll be greeted by name when you walk around town.
The Jennings brings the best elements of the place together under one roof.
Opened above Arrowhead Chocolates in summer 2015, with antiques and vintage pieces supplied by Rejuvenation in Portland,
it has twelve asymmetrical rooms, an artist residency programme and an event space with an indoor archery range. Go for a
sauna and then hang out in front of the wood-burning stove in the communal kitchen/library, which was created by seven
diﬀerent designers and where the only thing more attention-grabbing than the range of reading material and vinyl collection is
the wall lined with 21ft-long fir shelves. Book cosy Room Two and you might not want to mingle though: relax into a tufted
velvet sofa while listening to a killer collection of Eighties tapes on the vintage boombox.

Address: The Jennings Hotel, 100 North Main Street, Oregon, USA
Website: jenningshotel.com
Price: Doubles from about £70

4. LA RIAD BERBÉRE
MARRAKECH
Paris has its Haussmann townhouses, New York its skyscrapers, but riads are what set Marrakech apart. There are more of

these celebrated mansions in the heritage-listed medina than in any other city in North Africa, and architect Quentin Wilbaux
has done much to contribute to their preservation, working with UNESCO to classify the historic buildings. In Kaat Ben
Nahid, on the eastern edge of the souks, Wilbaux's own property, Le Riad Berbère, is in an area where the medina's social
fabric remains intact. Bakers, barbershops and food stalls crowd the alleys, generating an intense atmosphere. But push
through the heavy-set wooden door into the incense-scented house for an immediate sensory shift.
The metre-thick walls cut oﬀ the hawking hubbub before you're hit with the dramatic reveal of the courtyard and its delightful
garden. The double-storey space draws the eyes up to a lofty roof terrace where once housewives would have gossiped over
parapet walls and now magical candlelit dinners are served. Pared back to its essentials, the building's handsome, 17th-century
bones are on show in the sculpted arches, hand-painted cedarwood ceilings and simple bejmat floor tiles. Just five rooms,
three of them with balconies, run the length of the property, but staying here isn't just about sleeping in smart digs. The riad is
managed by Ingrid Debertry who, along with four Marrakshi women, orchestrates home-cooked Moroccan meals, yoga
lessons, manicures and massages, and gives an insight into a culture shaped by the unique architecture of its surroundings.

Address: Le Riad Berbère, 23 Derb Sidi Ahmed Ben Nasser Kaat Benahid, Marrakech, Morocco
Telephone: +212 524 381 910
Website: leriadberbere.com
Price: Doubles from about £73

5. PLANTATION
CAMBODIA
It might take time for dusty, chaotic Phnom Penh to grow on you, but that's not the case at lovely Plantation. On Street 184, a
five-minute walk from the Royal Palace, National Museum and riverfront, this sanctuary of whirring fans and tropical plants
has the most inviting pool in the city. It's quite something - 20 metres long, guests-only - and surrounded by foliage, cabanas
and a bar-restaurant serving pizzas, green-mango salad, and a signature lemongrass, coriander and ginger-beer cocktail that's
as refreshing as a swim. The new spa also oﬀers massages from about £15. There's history here too. The Thirties buildings were
French administrative quarters during colonial rule, and the Ministry of Labour after independence. They were saved from
demolition by hotelier Alexis de Suremain's Maads group and it took two years of restoration work before Plantation opened
in 2011.
Rooms are calm, neutral and stylish, with four-poster beds, colourful Khmer silk cushions and warm wooden furniture, while
open bathrooms make rooms even brighter and airier (the loo is private, thankfully, and twin rooms have enclosed
bathrooms). At dinner-only La Pergola restaurant, chef Olivier Guillon mixes French, Khmer and global flavours in his
cardamom chocolate mousse, ricotta ravioli and duck with Kampot-pepper sauce, and the Lotus Pond Gallery and Red Pool
Lounge courtyard often host art exhibitions. Sitting on half a hectare, it may feel less intimate than other boutique hotels, but
staﬀ are incredibly friendly, and for the price, there's nothing quite this lush and spacious. Amid the motorbike-honking
chorus of the Cambodian capital, havens such as this are like gold dust.

Address: Plantation, 28 Street 184, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Telephone: +855 23 215 151
Website: theplantation.asia
Price: Doubles from about £80

6. HOTEL LA SEMILLA
PLAYA DEL CARMEN
Playa del Carmen, with its tequila happy hours and all-inclusive wristbands, is not quite where you'd expect to find the
supremely soothing haven of Hotel La Semilla, conjured up by Alexis Schärer, a fifth-generation Swiss hotelier, and his
Mexican wife, Angie Rodriquez. The pair met while working at the Plaza Athénée hotel in New York, but their dream was to
create one of their own, which they did in 2014, just oﬀ the quiet, far northern end of Playa del Carmen's buzzy 'Fifth Avenue'.
The couple spent a year combing Mexico City's La Lagunilla flea market for furniture and curios, as well as picking up old
hacienda finds from around the Yucatán. A little booklet in each bedroom details where the furniture has come from: an old
pirate chest discovered in a house in Mérida; a lamp made from a showerhead used in public pools in the mid 1900s. But it's
far from style over substance. The couple's hotel background shines through with handmade gifts at nightly turndown (freshly
baked cookies; a pretty dreamcatcher fashioned from twigs and shells), the willingness to source a favourite spirit and add it
to the bar, or an oﬀer to send clothes out to be washed with the hotel laundry (no charge). Breakfast is served in the lush
garden, where Alexis hovers between wicker peacock chairs and wrought-iron tables, dispensing tips for the day alongside the
house juice: orange and cactus, spiced with cinnamon and honey.

Address: Hotel La Semilla, Calle 38 Norte mz. 4 lt. 3 Entre 5ta. Av. y el Mar, 77720 Playa del Carmen, Q.R., Mexico
Telephone: +52 984 147 3234
Website: hotellasemilla.com
Price: Doubles from about £75

7. THE DREAM CATCHER
SAN JUAN
Puerto Rican hotel-and-restaurant designer Sylvia de Marco has been collecting vintage finds for decades. Her personal
touches fill the open-air spaces and tucked-away rooms at her lovely guesthouse. Mid-century side tables and rotary phones
find their place alongside macramé wall hangings and botanical prints. Removed from the tourist hum of Old San Juan, this
bohemian bed and breakfast sits close to the beachfront in more chilled-out Ocean Park. Each of the 12 quirky rooms is
individually named and decorated with crochet bed covers, Berber rugs, retro wallpaper and Seventies light fixtures. In the
garden there are swinging hammocks, Buddha statues, tropical-plant-lined walkways and outdoor showers in hidden corners.
The vibe is new-agey and relaxed, with public spaces and shared kitchens (stocked daily with coconut water), where fellow
guests gather to swap travelling tips and anecdotes. Join in one of the sunset yoga sessions on the outdoor terrace or ask the
front-desk manager Alex to arrange a rainforest tour or a paddle-boarding session down at the beach. Explore the
neighbourhood's cafés, farmers' market and surf shops with de Marco's hand-drawn map of the area, which pinpoints her
favourite haunts. Don't skip out too early without having breakfast first though. Chef Jerome Valencia serves up three courses
of vegetarian and vegan delights - fresh hibiscus juice, chia pudding and chocolate-avocado mousse - that takes healthy island
food to a whole new level.

Address: The Dreamcatcher, 2009 Calle España, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Telephone: +1 787 455 8259

Website: dreamcatcherpr.com
Price: Doubles from about £78

8. BAMBU INDAH
BALI
Bali is a complicated paradise and the deeper you dive under its surface the more interesting and beautiful it becomes. Which
is why it helps to stay in the right place and meet the right people. Bohemian eco-hotel Bambu Indah in central Ubud will set
you on the right track. With just 14 suites in beautiful bamboo buildings and antique Javanese bridal houses surrounded by
lush gardens, it overlooks an expanse of emerald-green rice fields and the spectacular Sayan Gorge. Owner John Hardy - a
jewellery designer and founder of Bali's Green School - is here most mornings and he knows everything about the island, and
seemingly everyone on it.
Hardy's son Orin oversees the hotel's permaculture gardens, which feed the excellent onsite organic restaurant (try the club
sandwich with tempe and kale or the spicy shredded duck served with rice and bok choy). His architect daughter Elora,
renowned for her otherworldly structures made out of bamboo, has created several of the buildings, including a new kitchen
for cookery classes. The staﬀ can organise anything you like - even taking part in a religious ceremony if that's your thing - but
there is also much to discover right here: harp strings embedded in the towering yoga pavilion; a rope swing from which to
leap into the lava-stone pool. Just exploring the grounds is to discover an enchanting, secret side to Bali.

Address: Bambu Indah, Jl. Banjar Baung, Desa Sayan, Ubud, Bali, Indonesia
Telephone: +62 361 977922
Website: bambuindah.com
Price: Villas from about £85

CREDIT: TAI POWER SEEFF

9. THE LARWILL STUDIO
MELBOURNE
A stay at The Larwill Studio might just unleash the artist (or even child) in you. Guests are invited to jump on the beds, draw
in sketchbooks or roll a rubber dice to choose the day's activity. Built within the precinct of the Royal Children's Hospital, the
hotel pays homage to the late, great David Larwill, one of Australia's leading figurative expressionists. Giclée prints of his naïve
paintings are hung on bedroom walls and in public spaces; three originals decorate the multifunctional lobby space, including
his signature Remember Me. Half of the 96 bedrooms overlook peaceful parklands; the prized corner ones have bonus city
views. Everything is playfully art-themed, with 'Artist at Work' and 'Out Feeding the Birds' on door signs for privacy, large
paint-brushed room numbers and stacks of art books. Neutral wall colours allow the artworks to sing, and the beds are so
comfortable you will want to order one for your own home. There's also an emphasis on wellbeing, with yoga mats in rooms
and running maps for exploring, access to Sweat Gym and Lekker bikes for hire. Smartcars are available for discovering
Melbourne, while Smith + Singleton restaurant and bar next door has a please-all menu ranging from Reuben and Niçoise
sandwiches to oysters, grilled prawns and lamb cutlets.

Address: The Larwill Studio, 48 Flemington Rd, Parkville VIC 3052, Australia
Telephone: +61 3 9032 9111
Website: artserieshotels.com.au
Price: Doubles from about £87

CREDIT: LUCAS ALLEN

10. THE EDISON GEORGE TOWN
MALAYSIA
George Town, the capital of Penang island, is a city of sticky layers, where old craftsmen trade alongside new cafés and hawker
stalls dish up char koay teow (stir-fried rice noodles) in front of heritage buildings. It's a place that is both deeply historic and
relentlessly inventive, and the 35-room Edison George Town is a fine example of this, housed in a villa with a lively past dating
back to 1906. Originally built for Hokkien tycoon Yeoh Wee Gark, the site later became an opium den, then a Japanese
wartime oﬃce, and more recently a backpackers' hostel. In 2014, Singaporean hotelier Eddie Tan decided to restore the vacant
house to its former glory. The work has been elegantly done, highlighting the original details while bringing it up-to-date,
adding Art Deco furnishings and simple accents of colour.
Guests walk down sweeping wooden stairs and over century-old marble-tiled floors, but can also enjoy a very good espresso
from the Franke coﬀee machine in the sitting room, which is stocked with help-yourself snacks 24 hours a day. Upstairs,
there's a library with deep squishy sofas and rocking chairs; outside, the covered garden is a sunny spot for breakfast. It may
feel steeped in romance and nostalgia, but the Edison is relaxed rather than stuﬀy. For more culture, head across the street for
a guided tour of the Blue Mansion, a Chinese-style museum. Most of George Town's other attractions, including some of the
world's best street food, are within a few minutes' walk.

Address: The Edison, 15 Lebuh Leith, Penang, Malaysia
Telephone: +604 262 2990
Website: theedisonhotels.com
Price: Doubles from about £90

11. 47 JOBNER BAGH
JAIPUR
Until recently visitors to Jaipur, the pink capital of Rajasthan, had two options: stay in a restored palace or a zero-star
guesthouse. Which is why this wonderful new haven is proving such a draw, particularly among the fashion crowd who
appreciate its refined but relaxed aesthetic and extraordinary value for money. Staying at 47 Jobner Bagh is like moving in with
an old pal and meeting their interesting, creative friends. The owner, Shiva Gujar, who has been in the jewellery business for a
couple of decades, worked with the late Italian architect Paola Giacomini to create the charming, 11-bedroom retreat with its
whitewashed, curved jali walls and wide terraces; the simple, sunlit interiors are furnished with much-loved antiques and
vintage Indian pieces.
The hotel is just beyond the edge of the old walled city, in what was once the garden of the Maharajah of Jobner's haveli, and
there is a splendid roof terrace with views of the 18th-century Nahargarh Fort. Shiva's wife Anita creates wonderful homecooked Indian suppers, which you can eat in the garden or candle-lit dining room; her friendly staﬀ serve tea, coﬀee, nimbu
pani (lemon water) and snacks throughout the day. The delightful Megha, Shiva's daughter, runs a stylish shop selling local
textiles and crafts. Dr Upal's small spa oﬀers both Ayruvedic and aromatherapy massages and he's also an excellent yoga
teacher.

Address: 47 Jobner Bagh, Near Chandpol Metro Station T3, Chandpol Police Line, 302001, Jaipur, India
Telephone: +62 361 977922
Website: jobnerbagh.com
Price: Doubles from about £100

12. BANNISTERS PORT STEPHENS
AUSTRALIA
A drowned river valley lined with sleepy towns a two-hour drive from Sydney, Port Stephens is the sort of place where you
could easily while away a week. There are miles of powder-soft beach, a resident bottle-nosed dolphin population and
cerulean waters that make an extraordinary habitat for turtles, grey nurse sharks and black rock cod. And it’s also the location

for Rick Stein’s second Australian restaurant, a lofty, light-filled space in the box-fresh £8-million remodel of the 1968
Salamander Shores hotel. His concept, which first took flight in scenic Mollymook – a spot he chose not just for the quality of
its seafood, or the fact it’s where his wife Sarah spent her childhood holidays, but for its likeness to his adopted Cornish
hometown of Padstow – continues in Port Stephens.
Architects preserved the building’s retro, whitewashed exterior; inside, designer Romy Alwill transformed the lobby with fulllength glass panels that slide open to an infinity pool ringed by candy-striped, canary-yellow umbrellas. Bedrooms are done up
in cheery blue and pink palettes, and have terraces that look out over the Karuah River, framed by a verge of eucalyptus that’s
home to nesting koalas. Stein’s first-floor restaurant is more industrial; a union of polished brick, concrete and blonde wood
with draped greenery, and the menu celebrates its surroundings. Come for fish pie studded with salmon and creamy scallops,
or lobster hauled in from neighbouring Nelson Bay, all paired with Stein’s own Semillon Riesling – a crisp white that tastes of
long, lazy summers. This is a blissfully uncrowded and unspoilt alternative to Byron, Bondi and other better-known stretches
of Aussie coast.

Address: Bannisters Port Stephens, Bannisters, 147 Soldiers Point Rd, Soldiers Point NSW 2317, Australia
Telephone: +61 2 4919 3800
Website: bannisters.com.au
Price: Doubles from about £115

CREDIT: CHRIS WARNES PHOTOGRAPHER AND ROMY ALWILL INTERIOR DESIGN

13. TREELINE URBAN
SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA
As planes descend into Siem Reap, passengers can’t help but notice the trees. Clumps of skinny coconut palms sprout from
rice paddies. Fruit varieties – papaya, pomelo, mango, jackfruit and tamarind – are strewn across the earth-covered yards of
old-school timber houses. Frangipanis fill pagoda grounds. Tuk-tuks to Angkor Wat trundle through towering forest, where
temples are strangled by the tangled roots of banyan, fig and cotton. Back in town, everything from rosewood to rain trunks
shade the banks of the Siem Reap River, which meanders through the French-colonial centre.

Guests at Treeline look out upon their leafy canopy from sun loungers beside the second-floor infinity pool. At sunset, they
gather at the adjacent Canopy Bar, G&T mixed with local Seekers Mekong Dry Gin and kaﬃr lime in hand. The green theme
continues within the white stone walls of designer and owner Hok Kang’s eco-friendly hotel, where his love of nature
resonates through every corner. Cambodian art installations – made with stones, seeds and palm leaves – are on show in the
lobby and hang from walls and ceilings in the Hok Noodle Bar and Grill. They also adorn the bedrooms, which are decked out
in handcrafted modernist furniture, textiles from zero-waste brand Tonlé and ceramics by local artisans. Next up, Kang plans
to start an art foundation and protect the riverside with clean-up campaigns and a tree-planting programme. And the bedside
reading in each room? A copy of The Hidden Life of Trees by Peter Wohlleben, of course. It’s this celebration of nature that
distinguishes this boutique hotel from the rest in the temple town.

Address: Treeline Urban, Achasva Street Wat Bo Village, Krong Siem Reap, Cambodia
Telephone: +855 63 961 234
Website: treelinehotels.com
Price: Doubles from about £115

CREDIT: NATALY LEE

14. BISMA EIGHT
UBUD, BALI
A swerve down a track oﬀ Ubud’s main artery, Bisma Eight doesn’t at first appear to be what you’d expect to find among the
absinthe-green paddy fields in Bali’s spiritual centre. But that’s part of the appeal of the lean, raw-concrete architecture,
because this is a hotel that combines the traditional with the surprising. In the semi-open-air lobby, breeze past a shrine to
Hindu god Ganesh and black-and-white photographs nodding to Bali’s history. Then stop by the Library Café, where a barista
pours flat whites and, later, Espresso Martinis. The courtyard garden is lush with frangipani, pandan palms and wild grasses –
and the soundtrack is of the river whooshing by in the valley below.
Soak up the sun by the infinity pool cantilevered over the jungle treetops, then escape to one of the huge rooms (new villas are
slated to arrive this summer) with their huge, cedar-wood Japanese soaking tubs and endless views over the hillside. Sleek and
contemporary, the interiors are finished with woven leather and warm organic wood. The Copper Kitchen, Bar and Rooftop is
open to the elements, with an earth-to-table menu that showcases its commitment to sustainability and uses ingredients from
the property’s own organic farm (guests are encouraged to forage for their own vegetables). Fun mixology and cookery classes
are hosted here, too – learn to make arrack-spiked cocktails or jamu, the classic Indonesian turmeric tonic. This is a supremely
polished, just out-in-the-wilderness hotel, and a great base for exploring.

Address: Bisma Eight, Jl. Bisma No.68, Ubud, Kabupaten Gianyar, Bali 80571, Indonesia
Telephone: +62 361 4792888
Website: bisma-eight.com
Price: Doubles from about £115

15. BLUE APPLE BEACH HOUSE
TIERRA BOMBA, COLOMBIA
Most visitors to the cobbled alleyways, brightly coloured buildings and bougainvillaea-draped balconies of Cartagena closet
themselves inside the Old Town and don’t get a sense of its surrounding jungly landscape and outlying archipelago. Some
head to the ocean when the town gets sticky, though locals zip oﬀ in a speedboat to Blue Apple, an eco-minded, low-waste,
Colombian-expat fusion project on the island of Tierra Bomba. At first, Cartageneros were taken aback by its position on this
scrappy piece of land. But things caught on as they fell for its rustic style, wave-lashed setting and hammocks strung up above
the squeaky white sand. Not to mention the rotation of artists, yogis, musicians, writers and photographers in residence to
pep things up. Food and drink come in the form of Ottolenghi-style salads with a Colombian twist and Provençal rosé by the
gallon.
After a day spent swimming and sunbathing, instead of bouncing back to Cartagena over the choppy water, those in the know
book one of the 10 barefoot rooms. Some are stand-alone, palm-roofed cabanas, and others are in the main house. The newest
ones were only finished last year: Coco, Piña and Corozo have breezy terraces with outdoor showers and plunge pools, and
furniture from Tucurinca, a local brand that uses traditional weaving techniques. But the best is Manzana, with its 180-degree
sea views and an enormous stone bathtub to splash in. This oﬀ-grid island has the funk of Formentera, a dash of Bahia’s
glamour and a hefty dose of Caribbean soul.

Address: Blue Apple Beach House, Playa Mamon #1-1, Bocachica, Isla Tierra Bomba, Cartagena, Bolivar, Colombia
Telephone: 57 316 750 69 79 (WhatsApp only due to the island’s
lack of signal)
Website: blueapplebeach.com
Price: Doubles from about £120

CREDIT: JOSUE COPETE

16. CASA PUEBLO
TULUM, MEXICO
If architect Geoﬀrey Bawa and artist James Turrell built a house together, it would probably look and feel like Casa Pueblo.
With its patchy black façade – the deliberate result of a mix of diﬀerent stucco textures and raw pigment – and imposing
unpolished slatted-wood shutters, it’s a standout in downtown Tulum. Step inside and a huge, breezy atrium diﬀuses the
action from the street, opening into a calming refuge of communal tables, shady corners and sunbeds by a 12ft-deep saltwater
pool. It’s a natural-light-drenched blank canvas, where local innovators and savvy travellers meet, fuelled by hearty food,
smoky cocktails and the fastest Wi-Fi connection in town.
The 16 hacienda-style rooms are spacious and soothing, minimal yet seamless, filled with hand-sculpted sconces, creamy
linens and bedside tables topped with glass bottles of purified water – in fact, there isn’t a single plastic item on site. Coowner Derek Klein, who first made tracks on the Tulum scene in 2013 when he opened the jungle-groovy bar and restaurant
Gitano, drove around Mexico looking for original pieces to furnish the property. So there are terracotta vases from Chiapas,
red-clay dishes from Puebla and wooden stools from Oaxaca dotted around central spaces. Casa Pueblo might be around two
miles from the beach, but it’s still the best spot to explore the other side of Tulum, including the cenotes and Mayan ruins.
Consider this the insiders’ new base.

Address: Casa Pueblo, Avenue Tulum 106, Centro, 77780 Tulum, Q.R., Mexico
Telephone: +52 1 55 1139 8466
Website: casapueblotulum.com
Price: Doubles from about £120

CREDIT: BENJAMIN HOLTROP

17. THE DRAKE HOTEL
TORONTO
Ten years after it opened in the boho gallery district of West Queen West, this place remains on top of its game. Owner Jeﬀ
Stober turned the former flophouse into a prototype for what has since become a trend: the downtown urban retreat plugged
into its neighbourhood. The nostalgic look delivered by design firm +tongtong is taken from old photos of the area and
original buildings, so it feels like a distillation of moments and visual textures. An old brass staircase leads to corridors with a
fabulous collection of Canadian modernist art. The bedrooms (choose from Nook, Crash Pad, Den, Studio, Salon and suite)
are lined with vintage William Morris wallpaper and the beds are laid with Dada-inspired stuﬀed animals made from recycled
materials.
The full Drake experience includes dancing in the Underground basement bar and listening to live acts in the Lounge (Broken
Social Scene, Beck and MIA have all performed here). There is chicken and waﬄes for brunch at the hipster café, and lobster
nachos in the restaurant. Be sure to hang out in the Sky Yard rooftop lounge, which flips its decor seasonally: there's a fire pit
and Hudson Bay blankets to keep guests warm in winter, helped along by the signature cocktail, the Deliverance (Calvados,
cedar-infused Bulleit bourbon, Fernet-Branca and maple syrup). The Drake General Store next door sells great homespun
Canadiana-themed stuﬀ.

Address: The Drake Hotel, 1150 Queen Street West, Toronto, ON M6J 1J3, Canada
Telephone: +1 416 531 5042

Website: thedrakehotel.ca
Price: Crash Pads (doubles) from £120

18. URBAN COWBOY
NEW YORK
In the past decade, the bearded and beanied denizens of Williamsburg have striven to make their corner of Brooklyn feel more
like a charming dustbowl-era town and less like the condo-clogged neighbourhood it might become. This five-room bed and
breakfast looks like an art-directed version of a country guesthouse filled with vintage paraphernalia: decades-old bottles,
prints, filing cabinets, trunks, trinkets and textiles. Still, it's not kitsch: the four bedrooms in the main house are decorated
with restraint, bathrooms are sparkling white, and a glass-paned garage door makes the living room airy and bright. (The
Kanoono Cabin is a stand-alone suite in the backyard that, with its wood panelling, antler chandelier and log-burning stove,
looks straight out of the Catskills.)
The hosts, former model Jersey Banks and former NFL player Lyon Porter, are as attentive as they are pretty, and their
breakfasts include biscuits and gravy. With that thrown in, the place is a bargain, even considering that three of the five
bedrooms are not en suite. But perhaps the best part is the lovely location: a 15-minute walk east of Williamsburg's busiest
stretch, Bedford Avenue, it's in a still-gentrifying area close to the cool, locals-only bars and restaurants that line Lorimer,
Grand and Graham.

Address: Urban Cowboy, 111 Powers St, Brooklyn, NY 11211, United States
Telephone: +1 347 840 0525
Website: urbancowboybnb.com
Price: Doubles from £123

19. RIVERTOWN LODGE
NEW YORK
With the recent opening of this hip and stylish hotel, the heart of New York State's creative community (aka Brooklyn North)
is at last ready for overnight guests. Co-owner Ray Birkle made a name for himself consulting on Condesa Hotel in Mexico
City and New York's Gramercy Park Hotel before taking the plunge with this 27-room property, a former motel built as a
cinema in the 1920s. At the top of Hudson's historic main thoroughfare, Warren Street, near many of the top shops and
restaurants (Zak Pelaccio's Fish & Game is excellent), Rivertown Lodge takes its inspiration from the trendsetting Bunkhouse
hotel group of Austin, Texas, and the always hip Ace. The public spaces are filled with vintage and custom-made furniture such
as the rolled-bronze bar, and there are a pair of potbelly wood stoves in the sitting room.
Bedrooms are modern and simple, with cherry-wood beds and raw brass light fixtures by Brooklyn-based Workstead. Perhaps
surprisingly the smallest rooms, with alcove double beds surrounded by books, are some of the best. And after a long day out

antiquing - the shop everyone is salivating over is Finch, which has both vintage and modern pieces by local artisans - raid the
pantry for Pecan Bars and Salted Chocolate Rye Cookies from Hawthorne Valley Farm, and ask the bartender to mix an Old
Flannel (2oz Hudson Baby Bourbon, 1 whole fresh squeezed orange, and 4 drops of cedar bitters).

Address: Rivertown Lodge, 731 Warren St, Hudson, NY 12534, United States
Telephone: +1 518 512 0954
Website: rivertownlodge.com
Price: Doubles from about £135

CREDIT: EMMA TUCCILLO

20. KAJU GREEN
GALLE, SRI LANKA
There’s more to the Galle area than buzzy beaches, a historic fort and the famous cricket ground. At Kaju Green, a slick,
contemporary eco-lodge set on a jungly inland island just oﬀ the beaten track, you can enjoy the relaxed pace of a leafy
hideout and still be within 10 minutes of the Dutch-colonial town (tuk-tuks are on hand to whisk guests to the shallow waters

of nearby barefoot hotspot Wijaya Beach, too). Kaju is simple but stylish – the minimalist cabins, cooled by fans, have bamboo
walls and are partially open to the elements, meaning that guests are woken by birdsong and melodious temple chanting. The
wooded grounds, rich in wildlife, feel deliberately untouched, yet certain corners are tamed, decked and scattered with sun
loungers for quiet stealing away.
At its centre is an open-plan cement-and-timber restaurant – its clean, modern design a far cry from the island’s more
traditional aesthetic – with a rooftop yoga platform and a pool that juts out onto the only clear stretch of lawn. The
atmosphere is sociable yet contemplative. The staﬀ, led by open-armed manager Nuwani Dias, always smartly dressed in a
jewel-coloured sari, are attentive, and the food alone is worth staying for: rainbow breakfasts of tropical fruit, rice porridge,
buﬀalo curd, pancakes topped with treacled coconut, and curry dishes to be mopped up with rice, string hoppers and roti. As
finding a space that oﬀers total tranquility in this honeypot area becomes more and more diﬃcult, here’s a retreat that allows
you to dip in and out of the action.

Address: Kaju Green, Moraduwawatta, Mataramba, Unawatuna, Galle, Sri Lanka
Telephone: +94 76 360 1243
Website: kajugreen.com
Price: Doubles from about £140

21. STRANDLOPER OCEAN BOUTIQUE HOTEL
SOUTH AFRICA
Paternoster was once just a few whitewashed fishermen's cottages at the end of a lonely road. The village has inched upmarket
but is still laid-back. At its very edge, the Strandloper Ocean has glass-walled rooms on the dunes of a quiet stretch of beach,
and others in Cape Dutch style around a courtyard. Guests are lulled to sleep by Atlantic breakers, and can laze in the bath
looking out to sea or walk on the beach, crunching over mussel shells four inches deep. The muted design neither detracts
from the surrounding beauty nor makes you jumpy about trailing sand indoors. Here and there is a touch of Africa: wild
flowers from the finbos heathland; an ostrich egg on a side table; paintings by local artists. The chef cooks freshly caught
seafood with simplicity and finesse. But what visitors are most likely to carry away is a sensation of charm: of the waitress who
makes sure breakfast is prepared as they like it, the butler who drives across town to pick them up from a restaurant, the
unaﬀected friendliness that makes them feel that they're a guest in the home of a very, very lucky friend.

Address: Strandloper Ocean Boutique Hotel, Patterson Slot, Paternoster, 7381, South Africa
Telephone: +27 22 752 2237
Website: strandloperocean.com
Price: Doubles from £146

22. THE SLOW
CANGGU, BALI
Here is a place that exemplifies that next-generation knack of not just looking good, but having an interesting backstory, too.
Creatives who flit between Brooklyn, Dalston, Biarritz and Venice Beach are adding Canggu to their circuits – and more
specifically The Slow, a tropical-brutalist mash-up of a building just minutes away from moped-clogged Batu Bolong. With its
polished concrete, mid-century-modern rattan and wooden slats, this 12-room hangout – without expansive grounds or any
hotel extras to speak of – lives up to the hype by nailing the basics brilliantly: large beds, sultry bathrooms and minibars
stocked with bottles of arrack-based cocktails.
The on-point aesthetic comes as no surprise with George Gorrow, co-creator of Australian fashion label Ksubi, at the helm –
The Slow’s adjoining store is a flagship for his new menswear line, Non-Type. Meanwhile, the walls of this eat-drink-sleep
address moonlight as gallery space, and against clean lines in stone, wood and brick, custom-made furniture shines through.
There’s a Seventies playlist to enhance the ambience, and musicians drop by the open-walled restaurant to spin vinyl for
exhibition launches, while hipster holidaymakers and expats meet over ever-inventive small plates and local brews. The
restaurant’s original chef has relocated to New York, but with the baton passed to Robbin Holmgren, former head chef of
Jamie Oliver’s Fifteen restaurant in London’s Old Street, expect the healthy, delicious flavours served on pretty ceramics to
become even more compelling.

Address: The Slow, Pantai Batu Bolong Street No.97, Canggu, North Kuta, Badung Regency, Bali 80361, Indonesia
Telephone: +62 361 209 9000
Website: theslow.id
Price: Doubles from about £150

CREDIT: SHEILA MAN - BALI INTERIORS

23. ROOMS HOTEL
TBILISI, GEORGIA
Tbilisi sits in a valley basin, framed by snow-capped mountains, with a river running through it past dilapidated buildings from
diﬀerent centuries. If it feels as old as the hills, that's because it was first inhabited in 479AD. Rooms Hotel, though, is
something quite new for the city, tucked down a quiet side street in the Vera neighbourhood. Around the corner is Petre
Melikishvili Street with its many shops and grandmothers selling churchkhela (walnuts covered in thick grape juice). Right
across the street is Lolita, for beers and sweet-potato fries. It has a nightclub too, which won't disturb you unless you want it
to. The area feels like a mix of bohemian Paris, Vienna or Budapest but with post-Soviet faded charm.
The hotel is set in the impressive steel and wooden block of a former publishing house. Its eclectic interior design is inspired
by the travels of owner Temur Ugulava, who cites Soho House and the Wythe Hotel in Brooklyn as inspiration. The crackling
of the open fire in the library is accompanied by electronic club-beats. Bedrooms have silk wallpaper and subway-tiled
bathrooms. Downstairs velvet curtains and Chesterfield sofas are matched to kilims and Scandinavian chairs. But the art on
the walls is all Georgian. In the restaurant, huge windows face onto a leafy courtyard, so it feels as if you are munching the
homemade breakfast granola in a giant greenhouse. Later on, peer at head chef Henry Zimmermann serving up great steaks
from the open kitchen (he previously worked at Berlin's Grill Royal). But for local food such as khinkali (dumplings filled with
broth and meat), sweet talk the charming staﬀ and they will rustle up a plate just for you.

Address: Rooms Hotel, 14 Merab Kostava Street, Tbilisi, Georgia
Telephone: +995 322 020 099
Website: roomshotels.com
Price: Doubles from about £150

24. COMO UMA CANGGU
CANGGU, BALI
When it comes to Bali, COMO laid down its roots way back with its deeply special wellness retreat Shambhala Estate and
jungle haunt Uma Ubud. But in a sidestep from its signature zen locations, last year the group opened on Echo Beach in
Canggu. This place draws a more bohemian crowd than shouty, shiny Seminyak further south, with guests drawn to the
stretching volcanic sand and frothy sea. Designed by Italian interiors supremo Paola Navone, the rooms – set around a
colossal, wibbly edged pool – are calming and classic. They have white textiles, locally made teak- and mindi-wood furniture,
and tiger’s eye-hued mosaic-clad bathrooms. There’s a small but brilliant spa where you can lie in domed cocoon beds while
nibbling goat’s cheese on sourdough, or watch the surf junkies from a swing chair.
Wannabe wave riders can book sessions with CJ Kimell, the in-house Tropicsurf guru, who’ll do his best to transform novices
from kook to dude. The real magic comes from dipping into the neighbourhood and its cafés and shops, such as cult
Australian clothing brand YÖli & Otis, just a motorbike whizz away. At dusk, the skies over the Beach Club are streaked in red.
Here, towering black-and-white pillars, batik-style patterns and DJs spinning tunes from decks decorated with tribal masks
combine to create a jazzed-up surf-shack vibe that’s fittingly cool for this corner of the island.

Address: COMO Uma Canggu, Echo Beach, Jl. Pantai Batu Mejan, Canggu, Kuta Utara, Kabupaten Badung, Bali 80361,
Indonesia
Telephone: +62 361 620 2228
Website: comohotels.com
Price: Doubles from about £155

CREDIT: COMO HOTELS AND RESORTS

25. THE SANDHYA
AHANGAMA, SRIN LANKA
The almost-mile-long beach at Kabalana in southern Sri Lanka has come into its own in recent years. Pristine sand, ringside
views of spectacular sunsets and a consistent swell has nurtured a laid-back scene where surfers, families and couples quietly
coexist. Traditional pitched-roofed guest houses are a mainstay on this coast, so The Sandhya breaks new ground with its
clean lines, boxy silhouette and contemporary minimalist aesthetic. Singapore-born owner Alan Tan built the hotel from
scratch, and brought in Sebastian Conran-taught Linden Davies to craft the mid-century-modern-inspired interiors. There are
just nine rooms, and instead of TVs they have widescreen west-facing views of the sea through floor-to-ceiling glass windows.
In the double-height lobby and out on the slim, tiled terrace, the mood is low-key and slow-paced – guests swim in the lap
pool or the ocean and rent boards from the surf outfits lining the beach, before jumping on a tuk-tuk into Galle to shop or
explore its 17th-century fort. But The Sandhya isn’t just for luxe-loving break chasers. The hotel’s overwhelming sense of calm,
its welcoming staﬀ and its nourishing farm-to-table menu – DIY poké bowls; spaghetti made with coconut milk; and salads of
little-known local produce such as snake gourd and the herb gotu kola – are drawing in intrepid design-keen travellers. The
result is a surprisingly sleek beach house with soul.

Address: The Sandhya, Kabalana Beach, Baranige Watha, Walhengoda, Ahangama, Sri Lanka
Telephone: +94 765 700 007
Website: thesandhya.com
Price: Doubles from about £155

CREDIT: THE SANDHYA

26. THE ROBEY
CHICAGO
CHECK AVAILABILITY FOR THE ROBEY ON EXPEDIA NOW

Jostling alongside artisan coﬀee shops, independent boutiques and hot pop-up restaurants is exactly where you'd expect to
find the newest hotel from Mexico's Grupo Habita. In the creative enclave between the original hipster neighbourhoods of
Bucktown and Wicker Park, The Robey has made itself at home in Northwest Tower, a slender, triangular-shaped Art Deco
gem that slots like a slice of pie right into the junction where Milwaukee, North and Damen Avenues meet. The hotel is
certainly turning heads, not least for its thrumming street-level restaurant which serves up tasty French-American dishes,
from early-morning scrambled eggs and crispy hash browns to juicy steak frites in the evening. Afterwards, guests meander to
The Up Room, the rooftop bar, for a nightcap and to look out at the bright lights of Chicago's sprawling cityscape. Here - much
like in the Second Floor Lounge - low-slung, custom-made seats are interspersed with mid-century-modern finds that don't
detract from the building's original features: swathes of terrazzo flooring, brass details and marble wall panels. In the 89
bedrooms, there's a viridescent palette and tactile hardwood floors, as well as masses of natural light pouring in; book the
corner suite and get eight vast windows wrapping around the space. The best hangout this summer will be poolside at the
Cabana Club atop The Robey hotel for Mojitos and skyline views.

Address: The Robey, 2018 West North Avenue, Chicago, USA
Telephone: +1 872 315 3050
Website: therobey.com
Price: Doubles from about £155
BOOK NOW

CREDIT: ADRIAN GAUT

27. KOKOHUIA LODGE
HOKIANGA
Steve Heim and Suzanne Duﬀ's one-suite B&B is set high on a wooded hill three hours' drive up the coast from Auckland. At
this intensely private eco-sanctuary built almost entirely of timber and glass, self-suﬃciency is key. The most is made of oﬀgrid power and recycled rainwater, as well as an organic orchard and thriving kitchen garden down the slope in a shady dell.
There are also beehives, working worms and local fishermen and farmers on tap. In the suite, the king-size bed is dressed in
cotton and silk, cedar doors open onto a glass-fronted terrace with blustery sea views, and an enormous egg-shaped bathtub
stands unashamedly in front of an uncurtained window.

The owners' personalities are everywhere: a nifty wall clock strikes on the half hour with native bird-calls, and quirky artworks
display a roguish take on New Zealand culture. Simplicity may be fundamental - order a fat Hokianga snapper in advance for
supper and it's delivered to your suite on a handmade tray - and even the timber floors are treated with all-natural oils to
provide protection from the elements. But there is nothing austere about the place. In the morning there's fresh seasonal fruit
and just-squeezed juice in the fridge, and the cooked breakfasts - organic, free-range scrambled eggs with smoked salmon;
toasted bagel with pesto, bacon and avocado - are reassuringly indulgent.

Address: Kokohuia Lodge, 101 Kokohuia Rd, Omapere 0473, New Zealand
Telephone: +64 21 779927
Website: kokohuialodge.co.nz
Price: Double room £165

28. HOTEL SAN JOSÉ
TEXAS
South Congress (SoCo) is one of the best shopping avenues in Austin, especially if you're a vintage junkie on the prowl for a
pair of cowboy boots or a Forties party frock. It's also home to the fabled honky-tonk music venue, the Continental Club. San
José itself is a former motel transformed by forward-thinking hotelier Liz Lambert back when this was still a seedy strip (she
also owns Hotel Saint Cecilia down the road and El Cosmico, a collection of teepees, tents and trailers in Marfa). Here the
bungalow-style rooms are set around a lush courtyard. Some are in the wings of the original building; suites come with shared
gardens or porches overlooking the tiny plunge pool.
The design throughout is lo-fi with pops of colour: patterned hippie blankets sewn together to make duvet covers (buy them
from reception, along with the Malin + Goetz bath goodies), stripy kimonos in the bathrooms, cowhide rugs on concrete
floors and framed concert posters on the walls. Beds are made from reclaimed hardwood, and in the living room there are
white paper lampshades and tan leather scoop chairs by Garza Marfa. Rent a hotel bike to cycle around nearby Lady Bird Lake,
then join the locals who gather in the courtyard at night to drink Shiner Bock craft beer and listen to DJs spinning mellow
tunes.

Address: Hotel San José, 1316 S Congress Ave, Austin, TX 78704, United States
Telephone: +1 512 852 2350
Website: sanjosehotel.com

Price: Doubles from about £170

CREDIT: ALLISON V SMITH

29. STONE HOUSE
BALI
For all the quirky cafés and boutiques in Ubud, Bali's arty heart in a district dotted by Hindu shrines, the town has a hectic feel
with clogged roads and crowds of visitors. At the Stone House, two kilometres north, this madness melts away. Wrapped by a
limestone wall and green palms is a space where steps are dusted by petals, a porch swing creaks in the breeze and the
squawks of greater coucal pierce the silence. At the centre is a pool made of hand-cut stone from Java, its surface catching
falling frangipanis, overlooking a patchwork of rice paddies. A labour of love for American couple Walker Zabriskie and Wendy
Kassel, the B&B has been open for just over a year. They have the insider edge on the island's expat scene; their daughter
attends the pioneering Green School and artist friends are always dropping in. While Kassel adds charming service to this chic
setting, as well as the art on the walls, furniture designer Zabriskie tools away with sustainable and recycled Indonesian wood.
The timbers hold many stories from their former lives: ironwood found oﬀ Sulawesi - submerged for more than 100 years - is
now a canopied bed, and one wall has been salvaged from a Javanese palace. There are three villas, each a fusion of styles,
from the whites and blues of a Greek-island mountain home to reclaimed dark woods softened by dhurrie rugs and handmade

Borneo rattan. Slow-start mornings begin with chilled coconut water and fresh fruit in the opened-sided lodge, but for a
kickstart choose eggs pepped up with red chillies. Kassel doesn't like it too busy, so if you're lucky you could find that you have
the whole honeypot to yourself.

Address: Stone House, Jalan Tirta Tawar, Kutuh Kaja, Petulu, Ubud, Bali, Indonesia
Telephone: +62 822 4725 5745
Website: stonehousebali.com
Price: Doubles from about £170

30. AZERAI
CAN THO, VIETNAM
The cultural capital of southern Vietnam’s Mekong Delta, Can Tho feels like a bit of a metropolis if you come here after a few
days spent in the gentle rhythm of the backwaters. Traditionally, it’s been a spot for day-trippers from Saigon, who rise early
for dawn excursions to the floating markets where conical-hatted traders hustle for business above the rat-a-tat-tat of
spluttering boat engines. But now, there’s a reason to linger: a new hotel on its own private islet that’s accessible only by
cruising across the water in a boat. It takes its name from the end of the word caravanserai (derived from the Persian for
roadside inn), and the initials of owner Adrian Zecha, who founded hotel brand Aman.
This is one of his two forays into luxe-for-less (the other, in Hue, opened earlier this year), and the colonial-style pavilions
along the lotus-flecked lake borrow from his winning formula of understated design rather than flashiness. Mangrove and
banyan trees line the glassy jade pool and one-bedroom villas are filled with warm wood and bamboo – a look that’s echoed in
the café, restaurant and bar. Shady gardens provide respite from the organised chaos across the water – of which not even a
whisper can be heard as the sunset turns the
sky pink. You’re just as likely to find families seeking downtime here as you are well-heeled Aman junkies – a sign that Zecha is
on to a very good thing indeed.

Address: Azerai, 5 Lê Lợi, Vĩnh Ninh, Thành phố Huế, Thừa Thiên Huế 530000, Vietnam
Telephone: +855 63 961 234
Website: azerai.com
Price: Doubles from about £180

CREDIT: LAURYN ISHAK

31. LO SERENO CASA DE PLAYA
TRONCONES, MEXICO
Most people assume Mexico’s Pacific coastline is similar to Los Cabos, a string of mega retreats with chlorine-filled swimming
pools and all-you-can-eat buﬀets. But in Troncones, an under-the-radar fishing village that appears to tumble beneath the
Sierra Madre mountains, this is not the case. A tiny one-horse town with copper-sand beaches, waving coconut palms and
tumultuous sea, it has an easy-going loveliness and wild beauty. This was what first captivated Rafael Sainz Skewes – Lo
Sereno’s owner and a Mexico City native – when he rode through the area on his motorbike 19 years ago. He bought the oceanfront property but had no plan, intending to come back someday. It wasn’t until a few years ago that he decided to turn it into
his version of the perfect lo-fi beach hotel.
The 10 rooms are earthy and simple, with crisp white linens, woven rugs on concrete floors and private terraces. Outside,
wooden sunbeds line up around the inky-black-tiled infinity pool and under a canopy that stretches onto the sand. Days begin
with coﬀee and surfing and end with sunset Mescal Margaritas, followed by dinners of freshly caught fish and warm tacos at
the open-air restaurant, where the sound of the waves plays on repeat. A free-spirited spot that feels a bit like Tulum, but
before the secret got out.

Address: Lo Sereno Casa de Playa, Avenue de la Playa MZ 20 LT 12 CR 40802, Troncones, 40804 Troncones, Gro.,
Mexico
Telephone: +52 755 103 0073
Website: losereno.com
Price: Doubles from about £185

CREDIT: VANESSA FUENTES AND NADA LOTTERMANN FOR DESIGN HOTELSTM - MADE BY ORIGINALS

32. HOTEL AGUAS CLARAS
PUERTO VIEJO, COSTA RICO
With its expert surf breaks and crowds of wellness seekers, the free-spirited west coast has become a must-visit on most Costa
Rican circuits. But on a pocket of the Caribbean’s more undiscovered south-east coastline is a funky little town called Puerto
Viejo, which moves to an easy reggae beat at the edge of an untouched beach. It is home to the newly renovated boutique
hotel Aguas Claras, a labour of love for artist owner Elizabeth Steinvorth who bought a holiday home here 30 years ago – back
when it had no electricity or tarmac roads. When the cluster of run-down cabanas on stilts next door went up for sale,
Steinvorth recognised their charm and set about rebuilding each one using natural local materials and upcycled furniture. The
place is now bang up-to-speed; the bar mixes a mean Guaro Sour, the restaurant serves sophisticated dishes of sea-bass
ceviche and plantain with fresh guacamole, and there are bicycles on hand for pootling into town or ambling up the coast.
All around is jungle: you may wake to the shouts of a howler monkey and the screech of a macaw, or spot a sloth up a tree or
an emerald basilisk in the undergrowth around the pool. But the artistic touches are what set this space apart. Cabanas are
done up in breezy whites with cheerful splashes of colour, bright fabrics, paintings inspired by the property’s tropical
surroundings, and mirrors and lampshades hand-decorated with shells from the beach: all the work of Steinvorth and her
network of creative friends. It’s a living installation and lovely hotel rolled into one – in an ahead-of-the-curve part of the
country.

Address: Hotel Aguas Claras, Limón Province, Punta Cocles, Costa Rica
Telephone: +506 2750 0131
Website: hotelaguasclaras.com
Price: Doubles from about £200

CREDIT: MATÍAS SAUTER AND DANIELA LINARES FROM SELVA STUDIO

33. CAPE CADOGAN
CAPE TOWN
This smart, 15-room hotel in Cape Town's fashionable Gardens neighbourhood opened 12 years ago and the owners, always
happy to tweak and upgrade, have just given it a complete makeover. The city's increasingly enticing bar, restaurant and homegrown shopping scene has sprung up around it, which means you really couldn't find a better place from which to plug into the
city. The Edwardian exterior is classic-pristine with wrought-iron fencing, crisp white paintwork, black shutters and perfectly
pruned shrubbery; inside it's chic, modern and thoroughly grown-up. There are velvet-covered sofas to sink into for afternoon

tea or pre-dinner drinks, vases overflowing with blooms from neighbouring florist, Stalk of the Town, and fresh macaroons in
attention-seeking colours on the reception desk. Over the years the owners (the More family, who also run several safari
lodges) have bought up many of the surrounding heritage townhouses lining the cobbled lanes, creating a private,
immaculately kept village incorporating the hotel, a four-bedroom villa and private apartments, known as More Quarters.
There are two private guides to take guests on a Cape Peninsula tour, wine tasting or up Signal Hill to watch the sun rise over
the city with a picnic breakfast. You'd be hard-pressed to find a retreat as slick or private as Cape Cadogan at this price
anywhere in Cape Town.

Address: Cape Cadogan, 5 Upper Union St, Gardens, Cape Town, 8001, South Africa
Telephone: +27 21 480 8080
Website: capecadogan.co.za
Price: Doubles from about £200
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by LAURA FOWLER AND LAURA CHUBB

WHERE TO GO ON HOLIDAY IN SEPTEMBER
The lazy, hazy days of summer are over — but September is the new January, they say, which means the time is ripe for new
beginnings, and new adventures. See how South America is blooming: not only the jacaranda trees and their bursts of blueviolet, but the exciting high cuisine, design and arts scenes exploding everywhere from Argentina’s always chic capital to the
Peruvian Andes. Looking for a final boost of D vitamins to carry you into the last quarter? It’s the sweet shoulder season for a
number of exotic, sugar-sand islands. Or discover a new beach in Europe — the mercury stays high the further you explore
south or east. Next: Where to go in October

1. GALWAY
Ireland’s most scenic city is a blast any time of year, but the Galway International Oyster Festival is an excellent reason for
going in September. On the last weekend of the month, the beginning of the native oyster harvest is celebrated with parades,
the World Oyster Opening Championships (really) and devotees slurping hundreds of the delicacies with stout and
Champagne. Sitting pretty on the River Corrib, the harbour town has always been a favourite for its waterside views, snug
pubs and super-fresh seafood. But today, it’s also a standard-bearer for west-coast produce, leading the way in local, organic,

farm-to-fork cooking (see Michelin-starred Loam’s seasonal tasting menus). A bit of contemporary culture comes courtesy of
Coﬀeewerk + Press: part third-wave coﬀeehouse, part art gallery, part design shop.
Read travel guide to Galway
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2. HERMANUS
Less than two hours’ drive from Cape Town, Hermanus has grown from fishing village to popular seaside destination for good
reason: it oﬀers the world’s best land-based whale-watching. Come in September, when the Hermanus Whale Festival (27-29
September) celebrates peak season for southern right whales breaching close to shore. Though the fest brings heaps of
entertainment – live music, vintage car shows, street food, kids’ activities – spare some time for exploring Hermanus beyond
the crowds. It’s at its very best on gorgeous cliﬀside walks, secluded white-sand beaches (Voëlklip is made for picnicking), or
at refined countryside restaurants – The Restaurant at Newton Johnson is set on its own farm, overlooking the winery’s vines.
Read travel guide to Cape Town
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